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Abstract

Generative Design (GD) allows architects to explore design using a programming-based approach.
Current GD environments are based on existing Computer-Aided Design (CAD) applications, such as
AutoCAD or Rhinoceros 3D, which, due to their complexity, are slow and fail to give architects the feedback
they need to explore GD. In addition, current GD environments are limited by the fact that they need to
be installed and, therefore, are not easily accessible from any computer. Architects would benefit from a
GD Integrated Development Environment (IDE) in the web that is accessible without installation and that
is more interactive than existing GD environments.

This thesis proposes a GD IDE based on web technologies. Its main component is a web page,
containing a program editing interface that allows the architect to make programs and view results in
3D. To make the editing experience more intuitive, it runs programs whenever they are changed, allows
numeric literals to be adjusted by clicking and dragging, and highlights the relationship between program
and results. The IDE also includes a secondary application for exporting results to CAD applications
installed in the architect’s computer.

With this approach, we were able to implement a GD environment that is accessible from any com-
puter, offers an interactive editing environment, and integrates easily into the architect’s workflow. In
addition, in what concerns program running times, it has good performance that can be one order of
magnitude faster than current GD IDEs.
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1. Introduction
Through the years, computers have been taking
more ground in the field of architecture. In the be-
ginning, they were only used for creating techni-
cal drawings using Computer Aided Design (CAD)
software but, later, they began to also integrate 3D
modeling capabilities. However, modeling a com-
plex building is still a time-consuming activity that
requires several repetitive tasks that are not trivial
to accomplish using just the functionalities that a
3D modeling software provides.

The recognition of this problem has led to
the emergence of programming languages for 3D
modeling software. By using programming, the ar-
chitect is able to use a program to describe his de-
sign intention and let the computer do the model-
ing task for him. On top of that, after writing the
program, the process of generating and applying
changes to the model is much faster than the man-
ual equivalent. Like so, the architect gets to do
more in less time.

Having a faster and more flexible process for
building 3D models allows the architect to explore
more variations of a design, i.e., to explore a
broader design space, since it is no longer too ex-
pensive and time consuming to remodel. At first,
he can just explore changes to parameters, but,
if he wants, he can also change the algorithm.
By making these changes, he can create a large
amount of variations of the generated models. De-
signing by using programming to generate parts
of the design is what is called Generative Design
(GD). GD allows computers to be used as a new
medium for artistic expression[1] that can be used
by architects, as shown in [2]. Furthermore, as
stated in [3], using GD as a new stage of the design
process promotes a simpler handling of changes
coming from uncertain design intents and emer-
gent requirements,as problem understanding im-
proves or as needs change. However, in order to
create the programs that will generate his designs,
the architect needs to have a programming envi-
ronment that lets him write the programs and see
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their results.
To create GD programs, the architect needs to

use a programming language, its runtime environ-
ment (like the CAD where the models are gen-
erated), and an Integrated Development Environ-
ment (IDE). The programming language defines
what is a program, that is, what concepts can be
part of it and how they can be combined to per-
form tasks that can be understood and executed
by a computer. The IDE provides tools – editors,
compilers, debuggers, among others – that let the
architect create programs.

In order to help architects with the creation of
GD programs, visual programming IDEs, such as
Grasshopper1 and Dynamo,2 provide tools that are
capable of showing all the nodes/functions that
can be added, and the relationship between the
code being developed and the results. They are,
therefore, more popular among novices, since they
do not require as much training to be used when
compared to textual programming IDEs. How-
ever, as stated in [4], visual programming lan-
guages do not scale well when used in big GD
projects when compared to textual programming
languages. Textual programming languages have
mechanisms that make complexity more manage-
able, so programs can stay smaller. Still, textual
programming IDEs lack ways to show the connec-
tion between program and results that visual pro-
gramming IDEs have. Some work on this has been
done in Rosetta, as shown in [5], where it is possi-
ble to see which objects each part of the program
generated, and the other way around, that is, which
parts of the program were responsible for creating
an object.

In spite of this, up until now GD IDEs have been
primarily desktop applications, which brings some
problems. Firstly, every computer has its own in-
stallation of the IDE, meaning that users may not
be using the most up to date version of the IDE.
Secondly, desktop applications are more easily pi-
rated, since they run solely on the computer they
are installed in. Moreover, they also generally offer
limited support when the architect needs to work
remotely while still collaborating with his cowork-
ers.

Web applications are less prone to these prob-
lems. This has led to the creation of many web
application counterparts of common desktop appli-
cations. For example, office productivity tools like
Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint have seen
the appearance of their web application counter-
parts when Microsoft Office 365 appeared. Fur-
thermore, complete CAD web applications have

1https://www.rhino3d.com/ (last accessed on 10/05/2017)
2http://dynamobim.com/ (last accessed on 10/05/2017)

also appeared. One example is OnShape,3 a CAD
application for Product Design/Engineering com-
pletely accessible from the web browser.

What remains to be done is making this function-
ality available to architects.

1.1. Goals
This thesis aims at increasing the architects’ pro-
ductivity when working on GD projects by giv-
ing them a programming environment in the web
specifically for GD. This requires the implementa-
tion of a web application, that harnesses the perfor-
mance and graphical capabilities available in mod-
ern web browsers, and allowing models to be ex-
ported to traditional CAD applications.

2. Background
In order to develop a programming environment for
GD that works as a web application, we first need
to study the currently available GD environments.

Not all presented solutions are used exclusively
for GD. GD encompasses both 3D modeling and
programming, so it makes sense to not only look
at systems that explore both aspects, but also
systems that explore just one of them. Fur-
thermore, the presented solutions include both
desktop-based and web-based applications to al-
low the understanding of what is currently possible
in the cloud and how it compares to what is avail-
able on the desktop.

2.1. Related Work
2.1.1 LightTable

LightTable[6] is a code editor for the Clojure pro-
gramming language[7] and is an example of a
desktop application that uses web technologies.

Although not related to GD, LightTable proposed
some interesting features and concepts for IDEs.
One of these is the use of the drafting table as
metaphor.4 Instead of displaying the contents of
entire files, LightTable divides the code into mean-
ingful units and displays them as small editors
spread over the table’s surface. Figure 1 shows
an example of this metaphor, which has some re-
semblance to node-based/visual programming en-
vironments, since the programmer still has to think
of how to arrange what is on the table.

Other feature deals with making navigation in
Clojure code bases easier. In Clojure, functions
are defined inside namespaces and all Clojure
definitions (like functions, variables, macros) are
stored in text files. Navigating among definitions
and the namespace structure should not get in

3https://www.onshape.org (last accessed on 10/05/2017)
4http://www.chris-granger.com/2012/04/12/light-table-a-

new-ide-concept/ (last accessed on 10/05/2017)
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Figure 1: LightTable’s drafting table. A game is being run inside
it while some of its code is displayed in separate editors.

the way of editing code. To make editing easier,
LightTable provides a namespace browser that al-
lows to find functions and a code document where
functions can be added for editing, without moving
them out of their namespace or displaying entire
files where they are defined.

Another interesting feature of LightTable is its
ability to show data flow in a function call. Since
the main purpose of a function is to transform its
input data into its output data, it helps to see what
happens to the data on each step of the function.
To achieve this, LightTable overlays variable values
and return values, respectively, on each variable
occurrence and expression of the function.

This last feature has the problem of not being
capable of showing the data-flow for more than one
run of a part of the code. If a function is called more
than once, then it will be more useful to show the
data-flow of all the calls.

2.1.2 IPython

IPython[8] is a programming environment directed
towards providing better, more straightforward, sci-
entific computing.

IPython can be used as a command shell by us-
ing its notebook User Interface (UI), the IPython
notebook. As seen in Figure 2, IPython’s note-
books can contain not only source code but also re-
sults and rich text. These notebooks are displayed
using an interactive web page.

The style of producing notebooks in IPython is
one that mixes programming, writing and explor-
ing. Interestingly, this style is also part of a de-
signer’s processes. Like a scientist, the designer
also has to do exploration of ideas (design ideas
in his case), reach conclusions (finished designs)
and share his work with others (fellow designers,
clients, friends, blog readers). Unfortunately, al-
though IPython notebooks are natural tools for ex-
ploration, they do not provide domain specific func-
tionality for architecture.

Figure 2: An IPython notebook with rich text, mathematical no-
tation, source code and results from executing such code.

To allow more flexibility between the core com-
puting functionality and the UI, IPython was de-
composed into execution kernels, a communica-
tion protocol, and several front-ends. Execution
kernels are responsible for running the code of
notebooks, and front-ends implement the UI, as is
the case of IPython’s notebooks. The communica-
tion protocol defines how communication between
execution kernels and front-ends is done. With this,
it is possible to implement new execution kernels
for running code from a programming language not
yet implemented or an alternative front-end differ-
ent from IPython notebooks. Moreover, the com-
munication protocol also allows execution kernels
and front-ends to run on different computers[8].

2.1.3 OpenJSCAD

OpenJSCAD5 is a project aiming to implement
OpenSCAD6 using web technologies. OpenJS-
CAD supports most of OpenSCAD’s functionality.
Like OpenSCAD, it focuses on creating 3D models
for 3D printing. Similarly to the GD approach, to ac-
tually model in OpenJSCAD, the user has to write
a program in either JavaScript or OpenSCAD’s lan-
guage.

OpenJSCAD provides two user interfaces, one
Command Line Interface (CLI) and one Graphical
User Interface (GUI), the latter implemented as a
web page.7 Moreover, the first can be used for
batch processing, while the second integrates an
editor to edit a program and a 3D view for viewing
the corresponding results. This separation enables

5http://openjscad.org/ (last accessed 10/05/2017)
6http://www.openscad.org/ (last accessed 10/05/2017)
7https://github.com/Spiritdude/OpenJSCAD.org (last ac-

cessed on 10/05/2017)
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the use of OpenJSCAD for programming, without
requiring the programmer to install anything more
than a web browser, which is almost always al-
ready installed.

OpenJSCAD makes its functionality available as
functions, as well as methods on its objects, which
makes writing programs more flexible. Both func-
tions and methods return new objects and do not
have side-effects. This allows the programmer
to use the functional programming paradigm and
makes it easier to understand programs, as there
are less side-effects that could change their behav-
ior.

2.1.4 Processing

Processing[9] is a programming language and
a development environment aimed at “promoting
software literacy in the visual arts and visual liter-
acy within technology”.8

Processing enables everyone to write programs
that both draw to the screen and react to input from
the user, like moving the mouse or pressing a key
on the keyboard. It makes this possible by imple-
menting most of the functionality that is commonly
required, like initializing the drawing surface, so the
programmer only has to implement the functional-
ity specific to the result he wants to achieve. The
code in Listing 2.1, for instance, is what is needed
to setup a drawing canvas, its background color,
and continuously draw a line from the mouse posi-
tion to a point on the canvas.

To use Processing’s programming language,
one needs to use its IDE, the Processing Devel-
opment Environment (PDE). As shown in Figure 3,
the Processing Development Environment (PDE)
includes a text editor with syntax highlighting and
runs Processing programs.

//Hello mouse.

void setup() {

size(400, 400);

stroke(255);

background(192, 64, 0);

}

void draw() {

line(150, 25, mouseX, mouseY);

}

Listing 2.1: A simple Processing sketch

Processing is sometimes used by architects for
exploring design ideas. However, since most of its
functionality revolves around graphics for the visual

8Quoting https://www.processing.org, 9/Nov/2015.

Figure 3: On the left: The PDE displaying an example sketch
while it is being run. On the right: The drawing window to which
the sketch’s instructions are applied.

arts, its use is normally restricted to 2D designs
and cannot be used as a full-fledged tool for GD.

Several projects have stemmed from Processing
to extend its functionality to different programming
languages. These include Processing.py9, that ex-
tends the PDE to support Python, and p5.js10, that
provides JavaScript libraries to create interactive
web pages.

2.1.5 DesignScript

DesignScript[10] is a programming language that
was designed to suit the needs of architecture re-
lated design.

DesignScript uses concepts from multiple pro-
gramming paradigms like object-oriented, func-
tional, and associative programming[10]. Entities
have properties that can be either data or func-
tions, like in object-oriented languages; functions’
most important role is to take some input and pro-
duce some output without producing side-effects,
like in functional languages; and dependencies
among variables are retained, like in associative
languages.

Being a domain-specific language for architec-
ture, DesignScript provides functions for 3D mod-
eling, such as creating concrete 3D objects, like
cubes and spheres, as well as abstract geometry,
like planes and points, that is used as scaffolding.

DesignScript also supports lists of values and
lets them be used in place of single parameters in
calls to functions as it is common to start with one
value and then scale up to many. This lets archi-
tects use lists more easily, as they do not have to
use loops to extract values and pass them to func-
tions.

Having modeling primitives and combining sev-
eral programming paradigms allows the architect to
draw from knowledge about architecture modeling,

9http://py.processing.org/ (last accessed on 10/05/2017)
10http://p5js.org/ (last accessed on 10/05/2017)
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Figure 4: A Rosetta program (left) and AutoCAD displaying its
results (right). The program is written in Javascript.

while empowering him to express the processes in
which those primitives are used.

DesignScript is used in several environments, all
of which are desktop applications. These include
a textual editor in Autodesk AutoCAD, a dedicated
graph editor called DesignScript Studio and Dy-
namo, which integrates with Autodesk Revit. Both
DesignScript Studio and Dynamo use graph based
program editing.

2.1.6 Rosetta

Rosetta[11, 12], shown in Figure 4, is an environ-
ment for GD.

Rosetta’s motivation is to allow architects to write
portable GD programs that generate equivalent
models in any CAD applications they use. Rosetta
allows architects to choose the front-end program-
ming language and the back-end where the prim-
itive operations will be performed[11].11 With this,
architects can experiment with GD without having
to switch CAD, and they can also share programs
with others using different CADs.

Additionally, Rosetta also allows programs writ-
ten in one programming language to use not only
parts from programs written in the same language,
but also from programs written in other languages.
This makes it possible for architects to share pro-
grams written in different programming languages,
and it also allows them to choose the programming
language that best fits each part of the program
they are working on.

2.1.7 OnShape

OnShape12 is a cloud-based CAD application that
can be accessed using either a web browser or its

11Some front-ends supported by Rosetta are AutoLisp (one
of AutoCAD’s programming languages), Javascript, Racket and
Python; some of the supported back-ends include CADs like
Autodesk AutoCAD, Autodesk Revit, Sketchup, and Rhinoceros
3D and also graphics libraries like TikZ and OpenGL.

12https://www.onshape.com/ (last accessed on 10/05/2017)

mobile app. As opposed to the systems we talked
about earlier, OnShape is a CAD for mechanical
modeling and, as such, its users are familiar with
CADs like SolidWorks13 and Autodesk Inventor.14

OnShape has version control of project docu-
ments (drawings, 3D models, text documents) and
supports real time collaboration. Like most cloud
applications, OnShape promotes collaboration on
development teams where team members work re-
motely. In order to do this, it allows users to work
on the same copy of files, as opposed to each
working with his own copy, and therefore changes
are synchronized automatically. As users can edit
the same copy of a file at the same time, OnShape
shows each user what the others are doing to en-
hance real time collaboration.

OnShape also includes a dedicated program-
ming language, FeatureScript15, for defining fea-
tures for its models. OnShape includes an IDE for
FeatureScript, but the language does not aim to
replace OnShape’s modeling approach based on
interactively manipulating the model’s feature list,
which makes it impossible to use for GD.

2.2. Comparison
In this section, we have presented environments
that support activities related to programming,
modeling and GD. We looked at this diverse set of
environments to get the broader picture of domain-
specific programming environments, 3D model-
ing/CAD applications, and some of their cloud
counterparts.

The environments supporting GD directly —
namely Rosetta, DesignScript, OpenJSCAD, and,
to some extent, Processing — follow either visual
editing, which is easier to learn and use, or textual
editing, which, although less intuitive, supports lan-
guages with mechanisms to keep the complexity
down in bigger problems.

When it comes to programming paradigms, the
presented environments support imperative, func-
tional, and associative programming. More specif-
ically, visual environments support the associative
paradigm, while textual environments support the
imperative paradigm.

Turning our attention to web applications, we can
see that although IPython does present notebooks
as intuitive ways to program, it does not have the
3D modeling primitives required for GD. On the
other hand, OnShape does provide a complete set
of 3D modeling primitives, however, it does not al-
low the use of programming as the main driver of

13http://www.solidworks.com/ (last accessed on 10/05/2017)
14http://www.autodesk.com/products/inventor/overview (last

accessed on 10/05/2017)
15https://www.onshape.com/featurescript (last accessed on

10/05/2017)
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modeling tasks. Finally, OpenJSCAD supports 3D
modeling primitives and programming is its only
way to do it, however, it still lacks the traceabil-
ity that can be found in other IDEs, like Rosetta
and DesignScript, and also lacks the interoperabil-
ity provided by Rosetta.

Looking at collaboration, OnShape is the only
environment that supports it directly, allowing for
real-time collaboration, thus enabling its users to
work on the same 3D model simultaneously. For
the rest of the environments, collaboration is the
user’s responsibility.

In conclusion, although there are capable GD
environments available to architects, they are only
available as desktop applications. There is no ca-
pable GD environment on the web that is also ca-
pable of providing interoperability and intuitive edit-
ing features. With this in mind, we will be present-
ing our own solution in the next sections.

3. Solution
3.1. Overview
We set out to create an IDE for GD programming
that is available as a web application. To do that,
we identified several tasks that the programming
environment needs to support in order to be useful
for the architect. It needs to: (1) let the architect de-
velop programs; (2) run programs; (3) display their
results; (4) make it easy to understand programs;
and (5) export results to the most used commercial
CAD applications.

To accomplish these tasks, there are two sepa-
rate components, as seen in Figure 5: (1) the web
application, that supports the UI for creating pro-
grams; and (2) the remote CAD application, that
offers an Application Programming Interface (API)
for running programs in CAD applications. The first
four tasks can be handled by the web application
alone since there is no need to interact with the
CAD applications running in the user’s computer.
The forth task requires both the web application
and the remote CAD service.

We made a test implementation of this architec-
ture which we will call Luna Moth from here on. In
the rest of the section, we describe these two com-
ponents and how each of the tasks is implemented
in Luna Moth.

We start by looking at the web application.

3.2. Web application
To handle the tasks of letting the architect develop
programs, running programs, supporting program
understanding, and displaying results, Luna Moth’s
UI has the layout shown in Figure 6. Taking up
most of the screen space are a text editor (C) and
a 3D view (D) that allow the architect to edit a pro-

Figure 5: Architecture of the solution.

Figure 6: Layout of Luna Moth’s UI.

gram and view its results. On top of the text ed-
itor and the 3D view are controls for the running
process (B), including whether to run automatically
and whether to collect data to display traceability.
On the left are hidden panels for actions like select-
ing a program and exporting to CAD applications
(A).

3.2.1 Program Comprehension

In GD, the architect interacts with the program that
creates the model instead of creating it directly in
a CAD application. This allows him to automate
tasks that normally take too much time and, there-
fore, also allows him to explore a design space with
much more complexity. However, since he is not
directly interacting with the model, he needs to un-
derstand the relationship between the program and
its results in order to know how to change the pro-
gram to get the model he wants. The process of
understanding the program and how it relates to its
results is called program comprehension[13]. Luna
Moth enables him to do this by providing immediate
feedback to changes and by showing traceability.

Adjusting Literals When a value, such as a
number, is typed directly into a program’s source
code, it is called a literal value, or simply literal.
When using GD, architects find themselves repeat-
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Figure 7: Example of literal adjustment.

edly adjusting these literals to tweak the generated
model. This is usually done by rewriting parts of the
literal’s text with higher or lower digits and, then, re-
running the program to see the effect.

However, editing literals this way often leads to
errors, since it is easy to mistype characters. The
architect can increase the literal’s value by an order
of magnitude if, by mistake, he inserts one charac-
ter without removing another. Furthermore, when
increasing the literal in steps, different hand move-
ments are required when the increment results in
a carry over, e.g. when going from ninety-nine to
one hundred, yet again increasing both the likeli-
hood of mistyping and the time it takes to make the
changes.

These mistakes get amplified when the pro-
gramming environment provides real-time feed-
back and, like so, begins rerunning the program
before the error is corrected, thus leading to re-
duced UI responsiveness. The adjustment can be
friendlier if done in a clearer way instead of retyp-
ing the literal, Luna Moth enables the adjustment
by simply “clicking and dragging”, a movement that
is similar to a “slider”.

Traceability Reducing the time between making
a change and seeing its effect is one way to help
the architect to understand a program.

Another way to understand the program is to un-
derstand the relationship between parts of the pro-
gram and parts of the results. If the programming
environment takes care of tracking the relation be-
tween the program and results, the architect only
needs to ask for the relation instead of having to
track it by himself, freeing his mind to think about
the problem.

There needs to be a way to give the architect
quick access to the relation being tracked by the
environment. To do this, Luna Moth highlights cer-
tain parts of the program and its results when the
pointer is on either one. More specifically, when the
pointer is over a part of the program, it highlights
all the results that it produced; when the pointer is

(a) From code to results.

(b) From results to code.
Figure 8: Two examples of the traceability mechanism. The first
from program to results and the second from results to program.

over a part of the results, it highlights the part of
the program where it was created. Figure 8 shows
an example for both of this cases.

Currently, Luna Moth only tracks the results pro-
duced by calls to functions. This was a compro-
mise to balance performance, since keeping track
of traceability is an additional task that needs to be
performed while running the program.

3.2.2 Running Programs

One of the fundamental parts of the programming
environment is that it runs programs. To run pro-
grams, the environment needs to support a pro-
gramming language. This includes the syntax and
semantics of the language and the primitive opera-
tions that are available to programs. After knowing
these, the environment must implement a process
to run the program and collect results so as to dis-
play them later.

Program Structure Before a program can be
run, the programming language has to be defined.
In Luna Moth, we decided that it would be best to
use JavaScript, as it was thought for designers and
also because of its current performance in modern
web browsers.

In addition to the programming language, the en-
vironment also needs to get results from programs.
Luna Moth uses the values of the top-level expres-
sion statements of the program as its results.

Running process When Luna Moth runs a pro-
gram, it needs to do two things: (1) collect the
results of the program; and (2) collect traceability

7



let s = sphere.byRadius(5);

s;

Before

let s = recordCallResult(

sphere.byRadius(5),

/*function call ID*/ );

recordTopLevelResult(

s,

/*top-level expression ID*/ );

After
Figure 9: A program before and after the transformation.

data. It does these two by instrumenting the pro-
gram with additional calls to special functions that
record the desired information.

To be able to perform the instrumentation,
Luna Moth parses the program using Esprima, a
JavaScript parser,16 to get its Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST).17

Afterwards, the AST is transformed by adding a
recording call to (1) all top-level expression state-
ments and (2) all function call expressions. Fig-
ure 9 exemplifies the transformation. To let the
recording functions know what top-level expression
or function call is producing a result, we also pro-
vide them with identifiers for those expressions.

After this step, Luna Moth creates a new function
with the instrumented program as its body. The
primitives and recording functions are provided as
parameters to this new function.

Finally, the newly created function is called and,
afterwards, the recorded information is made avail-
able to the rest of the system.

3.3. Remote CAD Service / Exporting to
CAD

The last task that Luna Moth needs to support is
exporting to the most used commercial CAD ap-
plications. As opposed to the other tasks, export-
ing to a CAD application requires the web page
to communicate with other applications. Unfortu-
nately, web pages are not allowed to communicate
with applications running in the computer display-
ing them.

To make communication possible, Luna Moth in-
cludes an application, the remote CAD app, that
the architect must install and run in his computer
when he wants to export results. This application

16https://github.com/jquery/esprima (last accessed on
10/05/2017)

17The AST conforms to a community standard. It can
be found at https://github.com/estree/estree (last accessed on
10/05/2017).

Figure 10: An example of the remote CAD service. The re-
sults of the program have been passed to both AutoCAD and
SketchUp.

serves as a bridge between CAD applications in-
stalled in the computer and the environment run-
ning on the web browser. After being started, the
application detects which CAD applications are in-
stalled in the computer and connects to the envi-
ronment directory so it can be discovered by the
web application. When the architect needs to ex-
port a program to his CAD application, the envi-
ronment connects to the application in his com-
puter through the environment directory and starts
to send requests to it, in order to create shapes in
the CAD application.

Figure 10 shows an example of the export to
CAD functionality. The architect has created a pro-
gram using Luna Moth. After selecting AutoCAD
and SketchUp as export destinations, he starts the
export process and, afterwards, the model result-
ing from running the program is available in both
CAD applications.

4. Evaluation
4.1. GD capability
The goal of our work was to bring GD to the web
browser so it can be used anywhere more easily.
To do this, we implemented a set of primitives that
produce several 3D concepts to be used as build-
ing blocks for modeling.

Now comes the time to test Luna Moth’s ability
to be used for GD, more specifically to produce
diverse 3D models. In order to evaluate this, we
developed several programs that reproduce exam-
ples that were previously done in other GD environ-
ments. The results of these programs are shown in
Figure 11.

Still, the range of results is limited by the prim-
itives currently implemented. For example, none
of these programs make use of Constructive Solid
Geometry (CSG) operations like union, intersec-
tion and difference as they are not implemented.
Nonetheless, it is possible to support them since
there are JavaScript libraries that already imple-
ment CSG, like the case of OpenJSCAD’s. These
operations should be addressed in future work. In
addition, the support for randomness and program-
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(a) Dom-ino (b) Carmo Facade (c) Sheung-wan
hotel

(d) Sphere of
cones

(e) Orthogonal
Cones

Figure 11: Renderings of results of the implemented example
programs.

ming techniques like higher-order functions keeps
the ability to create complex models.

4.2. Performance
We evaluated our solution’s performance from dif-
ferent perspectives: (1) how running performance
in Luna Moth compares with other GD environ-
ments; (2) how running performance compares to
export performance; (3) how traceability data col-
lection affects running performance; (4) how ex-
port performance compares with exporting in other
IDEs, like Rosetta and Grasshopper.

To make this evaluation possible, we measured
times of several situations: (1) running in Luna
Moth, with traceability enabled; (2) running in Luna
Moth, with traceability disabled; (3) exporting from
Luna Moth to AutoCAD; (4) running in Rosetta con-
nected to AutoCAD; (5) running in OpenJSCAD;
(6) running in Grasshopper, while generating pre-
views in Rhinoceros; (7) running in Grasshopper,
followed by baking geometry to Rhinoceros.

The next sections presents the evaluation from
the previous perspectives.

Setup All tests were performed on a Microsoft
Surface Pro 4 with in Intel Core i5 processor and
4GB of RAM. The web application and the remote
CAD service were hosted at the same computer.

4.2.1 Running Performance

To see how the performance of our web-based
GD environment compares to the existing environ-
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Figure 12: Comparison of running times for our IDE, its export
process, Rosetta, OpenJSCAD, and Grasshopper. Note that
the time is in logarithmic scale.

ments, we compared the time each takes to gen-
erate identical models. First, we implemented a
version of each program using each environment’s
programming language and, then, measured the
time each took to complete. These times are
shown in the chart on Figure 12. As can be seen,
the relationship between running times varies from
program to program, although Luna Moth is con-
sistently faster than Rosetta (connected to Auto-
CAD), OpenJSCAD and Grasshopper (Grasshop-
per + Rhino). In some instances, we can see a
difference of at least an order of magnitude.

With this in mind, we can say that Luna Moth can
provide better feedback than Rosetta.

4.2.2 Run vs Export

The next step was to evaluate how the execution
time differs between the normal running process
and the remote CAD running process. To measure
the difference, we ran the previous programs us-
ing Luna Moth’s export process and measured the
time each took to complete. These times are also
shown in Figure 12. As seen in the chart, compar-
ing export times (Luna Moth + AutoCAD) to nor-
mal running times (Luna Moth), export times range
from being around twelve times to eighteen hun-
dred times the normal running times.

Given that the difference can grow to three or-
ders of magnitude, it is highly preferable to get
feedback using the web application instead of us-
ing the export process. The export process should
be reserved to when the architect is satisfied with
the obtained solution.

4.2.3 Export vs Other IDEs

Another comparison that we have to make is one
between Luna Moth’s export process and simi-
lar processes in other IDEs, namely, Rosetta and
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Figure 13: Running while collecting traceability data and while
not collecting traceability data. Note that times are in logarithmic
scale.

Grasshopper. For this comparison, we took the
times from our export process, Rosetta connected
to AutoCAD, and Grasshopper baking geometry to
Rhinoceros.18 These correspond, respectively, to
Luna Moth + AutoCAD, Rosetta + AutoCAD, and
Grasshopper + Rhino (Bake) in Figure 12. As can
be seen, Luna Moth’s export times range from ≈1x
to ≈24x the times of running in Rosetta and range
from ≈0.9x to ≈104x the times of running and bak-
ing in Grasshopper.

4.2.4 Traceability Performance

To measure the impact that traceability data collec-
tion has on program running time we also ran pro-
grams with data collection enabled and disabled
and measured the time each took to execute. The
chart in Figure 13 shows a comparison of their
times.

We can observe that running with traceability im-
pacts the running time, increasing it by 10–50%
which, depending on the example, can be consid-
ered between a small impact and a large impact.
Like so, traceability data collection may need to be
disabled to increase feedback when running com-
plex programs. However, the impact is worth taking
when the user needs to debug the program.

5. Conclusion
The current trend in architecture practice revolves
around using programming as a way to automate
repetitive tasks and to explore new design possibil-
ities. These activities are often put under the um-
brella of Generative Design (GD).

Tools used to support this design approach are
mostly desktop applications but this is a leftover

18Grasshopper only displays previews of results in
Rhinoceros while programs are being developed. To ex-
port results to Rhinoceros, Grasshopper has a feature called
”Bake Geometry”.

from a past that, in many other fields, is already
being changed so that applications become web-
based. This change has the significant advantage
that applications can be much more easily updated
and can be used with whatever machine it is avail-
able at that moment. Moreover, with teams becom-
ing more dispersed geographically, the need arises
for using a distributed solution in which team mem-
bers can still collaborate. Web applications have
the advantage of being platform-independent, re-
quiring only a web browser to be used.

Architects need both 3D modeling and program-
ming capabilities to have an environment where
they can do GD. To have a better idea of the fea-
tures necessary for such environment, Section 2
explored programming environments for various
domains, including GD, and also 3D modeling ap-
plications.

Firstly, we compared these applications accord-
ing to their application domain and the purpose
they give to programming. Afterwards, we also
compared them according to the editing and the
programming paradigm, the persistence and the
collaboration support and code editing features.

Following the introduction and comparison of
those environments, we described the problem we
would address and we proposed our solution in
Section 3, which is composed of two components:
(1) a web application, used by the architect to cre-
ate programs; and (2) a desktop application that,
when run, allows the web application to export re-
sults of those programs to CAD applications.

After defining the architecture, we created a test
implementation called Luna Moth. To help the pro-
gramming task, Luna Moth runs programs when
they change, allows literals to be adjusted by click-
ing and dragging, and highlights the relationship
between program and results in both directions.

In Section 4, we presented some examples of
programs that were created using Luna Moth. Ad-
ditionally, we tested Luna Moth’s performance by
measuring the program running and export times
and comparing them to running times on Rosetta,
OpenJSCAD and Grasshopper. Taking those mea-
surements into consideration, we concluded that
running programs in Luna Moth is faster than run-
ning these IDEs. However, exporting from Luna
Moth is slower than running in Rosetta. We also
measured the effect that keeping track of traceabil-
ity data has on program running times. As a re-
sult, we concluded that collecting traceability data
makes programs around 10–50% slower, which is
a great achievement considering that every func-
tion call is being recorded.

In conclusion, with Luna Moth, architects are
able to explore GD without needing to install and
update the programming environment and avoiding
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the installation and use of heavy-weight CAD appli-
cations, which become slow for GD exploration.

Due to the achieved performance, we are con-
vinced that web browsers can be seen as serious
candidates for the next generations of design tools.
We are also convinced that architects need tools
dedicated to GD that avoid the complexity of cur-
rent CAD applications to enhance the interactivity
of the programming environment.

5.1. Future Work
Our solution can support the GD approach to ar-
chitecture, however, there are still areas that can
be improved.

There is room for improvement in the program-
ming environment. Some future work includes im-
proving the programming experience by perform-
ing static analysis and code completion, support-
ing addition of illustrations to programs as in [5]
and IPython, supporting multiple programming lan-
guages, improving the debugging experience, im-
proving the environments traceability, and support-
ing common modeling primitives. User testing
should also begin to help steer the environment de-
velopment according to the needs and difficulties of
the users and, therefore, make sure it remains both
useful and easy to use.

Apart from opportunities in the programming en-
vironment, there are also some opportunities for
improvement in security and communication be-
tween components. On this side, future work in-
cludes sandboxing of user programs, implemen-
tation of remote persistence and collaboration,
and improvement of the export process’s perfor-
mance.
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